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(Accessory). Turns any keyboard into an EASY To PLAY instrument instantly! Inexpensive and

self-adhesive, they attach to any size keyboard in seconds. The LINK to a system which has taught

millions to play music.
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View larger           View larger    Perfect for beginning players!      A-B-C Key Stickers   These small

stickers attach to any size keyboard in seconds, quickly giving players an easy way to see which

keys translate to which note names. Inexpensive and self-adhesive, you can even reuse these

stickers. Millions have learned to play music with this note-naming system. Are you next?       

Reusable     Inexpensive     Self-adhesive adheres to any keyboard in seconds     Coincides with

proven method of learning piano     Perfect for beginners of all ages

For Use With All Keyboards

Founded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest print music publisher,

representing some of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time. We are proud to publish titles

of interest to all musicians as well as music lovers, from songbooks and instructional titles to artist

biographies and instrument price guides to books about the music industry and all the performing

arts.



I got these to help my daughter see visually where the notes are. They stick really well and the peel

of nicely too without residue. Not sure yet about the fading of print as I just got it, but I will update

this post if anything changes.I placed the stickers as high up the key as I can and when my

daughter (8yrs old) plays, her fingers don't really touch them When I play, even when my fingers

rest on them, I don't really feel that it's there. I think it's great for people who are just starting to get

familiar with notes and their placement on the keys.

You can stick and remove and restick...i highly recommend it.

Used these on the starter keyboard we purchased for the kids. It helped in giving some confidence

in playing when just starting to read the beginner music sheets.

These are hard to get off the original board they come on.. and they don't reapply very well. The

edges are kind of sharp since the plastic of the stickers are thicker than I thought.. my 4yo piano

student actually nicked her finger on one at one of her lesssons when horsing around. :-(

Simply an adorable way to familiarize a child with the designation of each note, to facilitate the

needed eye-hand coordination to learn how to read music. We have not had them for long, but I

would assume that the stickers will not leave a gummy residue on the keys, once the child is

confident enough to play without them. As key surfaces must be plastic now, to save our elephants,

I am sure any residue can be easily removed with a damp cloth.

My daughter is learning to play the piano and these visual cues are helpful so she can have proper

finger placement.

These were purchased for my great grand daughter to use while she was visiting from Hawaii. Time

got away from us but when she moves back, I'm sure they can still be used. Meantime, I'll use them

to brush up on the left hand note reading.

I bought this for my son who just started studying piano. It comes with 6 sets of the 7 keys

C,D,E,F,G, A,B. They can be resused and dont leave any sticky residue on the keys if you remove.

We just used 1 sticker to label the middle C and didn't use the rest of them as I wanted my son to



memorize the keys and not just look at them and play.
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